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ABSTRACT

Autoantibodies are produced to target an individual’s
own antigens (e.g. proteins). They can trigger autoim-
mune responses and inflammation, and thus, cause
many types of diseases. Many high-throughput au-
toantibody profiling projects have been reported for
unbiased identification of serological autoantigen-
based biomarkers. However, a lack of centralized
data portal for these published assays has been a
major obstacle to further data mining and cross-
evaluate the quality of these datasets generated from
different diseases. Here, we introduce a user-friendly
database, AAgMarker 1.0, which collects many pub-
lished raw datasets obtained from serum profiling
assays on the proteome microarrays, and provides
a toolbox for mining these data. The current version
of AAgMarker 1.0 contains 854 serum samples, in-
volving 136 092 proteins. A total of 7803 (4470 non-
redundant) candidate autoantigen biomarkers were
identified and collected for 12 diseases, such as
Alzheimer’s disease, Bechet’s disease and Parkin-
son’s disease. Seven statistical parameters are in-
troduced to quantitatively assess these biomarkers.
Users can retrieve, analyse and compare the datasets
through basic search, advanced search and browse.
These biomarkers are also downloadable by disease
terms. The AAgMarker 1.0 is now freely accessible
at http://bioinfo.wilmer.jhu.edu/AAgMarker/. We be-
lieve this database will be a valuable resource for the
community of both biomedical and clinical research.

INTRODUCTION

Biomarker, a portmanteau of ‘biological marker’, is de-
fined as ‘a characteristic that is objectively measured and
evaluated as an indicator of normal biological processes,

pathogenic processes, or pharmacologic responses to a ther-
apeutic intervention’ (1). Until now, biomarkers of vari-
ous flavors, such as proteins (e.g. enzyme, receptor, anti-
gen or antibody) and nucleic acids (e.g. mRNAs, DNA
mutations, or other non-coding RNAs), have been iden-
tified and routinely used for clinical diagnoses of differ-
ent diseases, including cancers (2). Among them, autoanti-
gens (self-antigens or individual’s own antigens) are a major
source of production of autoantibodies, which play a piv-
otal role in triggering autoimmune responses and inflamma-
tion. Autoantibodies could become the actual pathogenic
agents of the autoimmune diseases or the secondary con-
sequence of tissue damage, and thus markers of disease ac-
tivity and severity (3,4). Hypothesis that ongoing diseases
could result in specific perturbations of autoantibody pro-
files was also proven in some neurodegenerative disorders,
such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Parkinson’s disease
(PD) (5–7). Furthermore, autoantibodies have been pro-
posed to maintain homeostasis through auto-clearance of
aged cells and dysfunctional dividing cells of healthy per-
sons and patients with cancers (8,9). More and more stud-
ies on autoantigen or autoantibody have been reported re-
cently. And some databases, such as AAgAtlas 1.0 (http:
//biokb.ncpsb.org/aagatlas/), HPtaa (http://www.hptaa.org)
and CTdatabase (http://www.cta.lncc.br/), provide infor-
mation of 1126, 3518 and 276 literature reported or pre-
dicted autoantigens, respectively (9–11). Moreover, autoan-
tibodies of the IgG isotype are reported to be abundant
and ubiquitous in human sera, and their serum diversity
could be affected by multiple factors, such as age, gen-
der and disease status (12). Especially, serum autoantigens,
which could directly react with specific autoantibodies, have
been investigated as non-invasive biomarkers for diagnosis
and therapeutic intervention of autoimmune diseases, can-
cers and other diseases (5–7,13–20). For example, a FDA-
approved autoantigen biomarker panel, comprised of An-
nexin I, CAGE, GBU4–5, NY-ESO-1, p53 and SOX2, was
developed for early diagnosis of lung cancer with sensitivity
of 46% and specificity of 83% (20).
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Traditionally, autoantigen biomarkers could be discov-
ered by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA),
which permits the measurement of one protein at a time
(21). Thanks to the rapid development of high-throughput
technologies (i.e. proteome microarrays), unbiased, large-
scale autoantibody profiling assays are now possible for the
identification of serological autoantigen-based biomark-
ers (5–7,13–19). However, those raw datasets were de-
posited dispersedly in the public domain, as exempli-
fied by GEO (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/), Array-
Express (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/), and PMD
(http://www.proteinmicroarray.cn/) (22–24). Such a lack of
centralized data portal for these published assays with
quantitative evaluation of autoantigen biomarkers has been
the major obstacle to cross-evaluate the quality of these
works and prevented from further data mining.

Here, we introduce a user-friendly database, AAgMarker
1.0 (http://bioinfo.wilmer.jhu.edu/AAgMarker/), which col-
lects many published raw datasets obtained from serum pro-
filing assays on the proteome microarrays, and provides a
toolbox for mining these data. Autoantigen-based serolog-
ical biomarkers are defined as those human proteins that
can distinguish patients from healthy controls with certain
distinguish power. We used a series of statistical param-
eters to quantitatively evaluate the performance of these
biomarkers. The current version of AAgMarker 1.0 de-
posits 7803 (4470 non-redundant) candidate biomarkers
identified for 12 diseases, including acute myeloid leukemia,
Alzheimer’s disease, basal-like breast cancer, Bechet’s dis-
ease, early-stage Parkinson’s disease, kidney transplanta-
tion, meningioma, myelodysplastic syndromes, Parkinson’s
disease, primary biliary cirrhosis, type 1 diabetes melli-
tus and type 2 diabetes mellitus. The users can conve-
niently search, browse and download the list of autoanti-
gen biomarkers and their related diseases from AAgMarker
with a user-friendly interface.

THE DATA

The autoantibody profiling raw datasets (gpr files) and their
protein annotation were mainly derived from the public mi-
croarray repositories NCBI GEO and EBI ArrayExpress
(22,23). The datasets were selected using the following cri-
teria. First, each assay contains at least 10 disease samples
and 10 healthy controls to ensure the statistical significance
of the derived biomarkers. Second, each assay screens rela-
tively a large number of proteins (>5000). Third, the assays
were performed on serum samples. As a result, a total of
12 high quality datasets were assembled in current version
of database. Controls and proteins were removed from the
datasets if they are not properly annotated.

QUANTITATIVE IDENTIFICATION OF AUTOANTIGEN
BIOMARKERS

Each assay was analysed previously and published by the
researchers who generated the data. Besides providing the
biomarkers determined by the original studies, we also pro-
vide additional biomarker candidates as determined by our
unified computational framework. Similarly, a user can ad-
just the criteria to identify customized candidates. In addi-
tion, seven commonly used statistical parameters were also

Figure 1. Quantitative identification of autoantigen biomarkers. (A) High
signal intensities for easy detection. (B) Good performance to distinguish
between disease and control.

generated for the candidate biomarkers, including signaling
rate, P value, sensitivity, specificity, discriminative ability,
AUC and optimal cutoff values (Figure 1). First, the me-
dian values of the foreground (Fij) and background (Bij) in-
tensity at a given protein spot (i,j) on the protein arrays were
extracted from the raw gpr files. The signal intensity (Rij) of
each protein spot was defined as Fij/Bij. Since each protein is
often printed in duplicate on an array, Rij was averaged for
each protein as Rp. For each sample, we utilize the distri-
bution of signal profile to calculate Z-score of each protein
on protein arrays using the similar method described in our
previous studies (25).

Zp = Rp − N̄
SD

(1)

where Rp is the intensity of protein on the microarray, N̄ and
SD are mean value and standard deviation, respectively, of
the noise distribution on the microarray. A stringent cutoff
(Z ≥ 5) was used to determine the positive hits in the assay.

Signaling rate

For a given protein, we calculated the number of samples
in which the protein was scored positive in both the disease
and control groups. The signaling (or positive) rate in both
disease and control groups were then calculated accordingly
(Figure 1A). A high signaling rate indicates that many sam-
ples show higher signal intensities for easy detection.

Signaling rate of disease

= number of posi tive hits
/

number of samples in disease group (2)

Signaling rate of control

= number of posi tive hits
/

number of samples in control group (3)
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P value

To compare the protein signals across samples, quantile
normalization among samples was performed. For each
protein, normalized signal values were compared between
disease group and control group by t-test or paired t-test.
P value and FDR-adjusted P value was calculated for each
protein.

Sensitivity, specificity & discriminative ability

For the normalized signals of all samples, given a signal cri-
terion (i.e. ‘> intensity cutoff’ or ‘< intensity cutoff’), when
the protein meets the criterion, the sample will be scored
positive. The sensitivity and specificity will be calculated for
each protein using the following formula,

Sensitivity = TP
TP + FN

(4)

Specificity = TN
FP + TN

(5)

Discriminative ability = (Sensitivity + Specificity)
/

2 (6)

where the true negatives (TN) are the healthy persons cor-
rectly classified as negatives, and the true positives (TP) re-
fer to patients with disease correctly classified as positives.
The false negatives (FN) are patients incorrectly classified
as negatives, and the false positives (FP) are healthy per-
sons incorrectly classified as positives. For a given protein,
the value of sensitivity and specificity vary with different in-
tensity cutoff values used for calling positives. We provide
the sensitivity and specificity at an optimal cutoff value at
which the highest discriminative ability is achieved (Figure
1B).

AUC

The receiver operating characteristic curve, or ROC curve, is
a graphical plot that illustrates the performance of a binary
classifier system as its discrimination threshold varies. The
curve is created by plotting the true positive rate (sensitiv-
ity) against the false positive rate (1 – specificity) at various
intensity cutoffs. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) was
calculated for each protein.

The seven parameters could be applied alone or in combi-
nation to quantitative evaluation of autoantigen biomark-
ers. We used a combination of the criteria to determine the
biomarker with good distinguish ability and high detection
intensity (AUC ≥ 0.6 and P value ≤ 0.05 and Signaling rate
of disease or control ≥ 0.1). Users can obtain biomarker
candidates using their own defined criteria (see Advanced
Search below).

THE ACCESS OF THE DATABASE

The AAgMarker 1.0 is available online at http://bioinfo.
wilmer.jhu.edu/AAgMarker/. The AAgMarker 1.0 was de-
veloped using MySQL server on Ubuntu Linux operating
system. A user-friendly web interface designed using JSP

technology was provided to facilitate searching, download-
ing and updating. The web interface comprises five sec-
tions including ‘HOME’, ‘SEARCH’ (Figure 2A and B),
‘BROWSE’ (Figure 2C), ‘DOWNLOAD’ (Figure 2D) and
‘HELP’. Bulk data are available in ‘DOWNLOAD’ page
(Figure 2D), which also provides statistics of datasets. User
manual and documentation are available on the ‘HELP’
page. Three main data retrieval methods were developed for
the AAgMarker access. They are briefly described as follow-
ing:

Basic search

Biomarkers defined by the default cutoff (i.e. AUC ≥ 0.6, P
value ≤ 0.05 and Signaling rate of disease or control ≥ 0.1)
can be retrieved using basic search method (Figure 2A). A
user can input names of a protein and disease, and those
that meet the criteria of biomarkers will be searched and re-
ported. When a protein name is not provided, all biomark-
ers associated with the disease will be shown. If multiple
biomarkers are searched, the search page will show a ta-
ble listing all autoantigen biomarkers ranked by their AUC
values (Figure 2E). Each biomarker is also listed with its
associated information, including disease type, the statis-
tical parameters, and source, which indicates whether the
biomarker was identified from AAgMarker, literature or
both. Clicking on the protein name will then lead to the de-
tailed information page (Figure 2F), where three sections
of information are given: (i) ‘Protein information’, which
provides basic information of the protein, such as descrip-
tion of its functions, chromosomal location and Gene On-
tology, as well as external links to reference databases, such
as UniProtKB (26), NCBI Gene (27), AAgAtlas (9) and
neXtProt (28), when available; (ii) ‘Dataset information’,
which provides information of datasets, sample number and
clinical characteristics of patients and controls (e.g. age, sex
and duration). (iii) ‘Biomarker performance’, which pro-
vides the signal distribution of all proteins for reference and
signalling rate of the biomarker, AUC, P value, fold change
of mean value between disease group and healthy group,
optimal cutoff and corresponding sensitivity and specificity,
the rank by AUC value in the biomarker list of the disease
and the validation information in the literature when avail-
able, with the visualization of signal profile of the biomarker
and ROC curve.

Advanced search

The advanced search method offers users with customized
criteria (Figure 2B). One or multiple parameters with cut-
offs ranging from 0 to 1 could be set for query.

Browse

The AAgMarker offers the browse method for direct re-
trieval of information from the database (Figure 2C). Users
can browse autoantigen biomarker list by clicking initial
of protein name or disease term. Like the quick search
method, the browse method will automatically adopt the
default query criteria for serum autoantigen biomarkers.

http://bioinfo.wilmer.jhu.edu/AAgMarker/
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Figure 2. The web pages of AAgMarker 1.0. (A) Basic search; (B) advanced search; (C) browse; (D) download; (E) autoantigen biomarker list page; (F)
detailed information page.
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STATISTICS & COMPARISON

Currently, the AAgMarker 1.0 has collected high-
throughput autoantibody (IgG) profiling of 12 diseases,
including acute myeloid leukemia, Alzheimer’s disease,
Basal-like Breast Cancer, Bechet’s disease, Early-Stage
Parkinson’s Disease, Kidney Transplantation, Menin-
gioma, Myelodysplastic Syndromes, Parkinson’s Disease,
Primary Biliary Cirrhosis, Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus and
Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (Table 1; page of ‘DOWNLOAD’,
Figure 2D). It contains 854 samples (433 for disease and
421 for healthy control), involving 136 092 proteins
(i.e. autoantigens). A total of 7803 (4470 non-redundant)
candidate biomarkers were identified for the 12 diseases.
Among them, 5574 were identified using our unified
methods, while 3799 were extracted from the literature. Our
approach recovered 41.3% (1570/3799) of the biomarker
candidates reported in the literature, a highly significant
recover rate (P = 0) (Table 1). In other words, 20.1%
(1570/7803) of all the biomarker candidates were identified
with both ours and previously published approach (Figure
3A). Compared with the current methods, using one or
two parameters would increase 6–9% of recovery rate from
the reported biomarker candidates (identified literature
biomarkers/all literature biomarkers), while decrease 10%
of recovery rate from all biomarkers (identified literature
biomarkers/all biomarkers) (Figure 3A), which could
be easily analysed with the advanced search method. In
addition, 316 and 44 biomarkers were also found in two
autoantigen databases, text-mining-based AAgAtlas 1.0
and prediction-based CTdatabase, respectively (Figure 3B)
(9,10).

Disease-specific or shared biomarkers

59.8% (2674/4470) biomarkers are exclusively associated
with a single disease, and only 4.9% (226/4470) are found in
more than four diseases (Figure 3C). The biomarker-disease
network is shown in Figure 3D. Some diseases share more
biomarker candidates than others and as a result, they are
closer to each other in the network. These diseases are ex-
emplified by Type 1 and Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus, and the
neurological diseases, including Alzheimer’s disease, Early-
Stage Parkinson’s disease, and Parkinson’s disease.

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

Non-invasive biomarkers are in urgent need for diagnosis,
prognosis and timely treatment of various diseases. Human
serum autoantigens are a great resource of generating non-
invasive biomarkers with well-established detection meth-
ods in the clinics, including the ELISA tests and Luminex.
Here, we collected 12 proteome datasets of 12 diseases, and
quantitatively identified 7803 serum autoantigen biomark-
ers including those identified in the corresponding litera-
ture. To date, many high-throughput projects of discovery
and validation of serological biomarkers have been pub-
lished and more are coming. Therefore, we strongly believe
that this database will expand rapidly with a growing impact
on the biomarker community.

We applied commonly used parameters to identify poten-
tial clinical biomarkers with good discriminative ability and

high detection signals, which enables users to easily under-
stand and explore the database. We have found that some
biomarkers could be used for distinguish of multiple dis-
eases from healthy controls. For example, from both AAg-
Marker and literature, pentatricopeptide repeat domain 2
(PTCD2) could be serologically detected in five types of
diseases, including Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease,
early-stage Parkinson’s disease, acute myeloid leukemia and
myelodysplastic syndromes (Figures 2E and 3D), which in-
dicates PTCD2 could be highly immunogenic in patients
suffering from many different types of diseases; however,
they may not be very useful in distinguishing these diseases.
In contrast, kelch like family member 7 (KLHL7) was an
autoantigen biomarker exclusively for primary biliary cir-
rhosis with a specificity of 100.0%, but was not found signif-
icantly associated with the other 11 types of diseases (Figure
3D). Therefore, disease specificity can be an important at-
tribute for a good biomarker, which can now be analysed by
AAgMarker. Those 2647 single-disease related biomarkers
could be potential biomarkers for specific disease (Figure
3C).

A particular issue should be noted is the consistence be-
tween autoantigen biomarkers produced by AAgMarker
and those reported in the literature. As shown in Figure 3A,
AAgMarker can recover only 41.3% of biomarkers from the
literature, and 20.1% of all biomarkers from both sources.
Many reasons, including different methods of data process
and biomarker identification, could contribute to this dis-
crepancy. Researchers may use different signal calling meth-
ods, such as Foreground-Background (17); they may use
one or more different parameters, such as signalling rate
of 15% in diseases and 0% in controls (18), sensitivity at
95% specificity (14); they may use different cutoff values,
namely P values of <0.01 versus <0.05 (5). In addition,
some studies only provided an incomplete list of biomark-
ers, or focused on biomarkers showing significantly high
reactivity in patient groups compared to the healthy con-
trols (13). Studies may use different reference groups from
AAgMarker. For example, study on primary biliary cirrho-
sis compared the performance of the biomarkers in disease
control groups in addition to the healthy controls, which is
not currently available for all 12 diseases with AAgMarker
(18). Although a uniform method could not make highly
consistent results with other studies, a uniform method is
needed for better comparison and most intersections are
extremely significant (Table 1). Finally, AAgMarker pro-
vides advanced search enabling users to set their parameters
for identification of biomarkers, and alternatively for users,
AAgMarker included biomarkers identified from literature.

The AAgMarker will be updated regularly. Above all,
qualified and relevant datasets will be standardized and in-
corporated into the database continuously when they be-
come available. We are aware that researchers are perform-
ing antibody microarray profiling of sera from patients with
various diseases including lung cancer, Takayasu Arteri-
tis, Moyamoya disease and so on. We will include these
datasets in our database when they become publically avail-
able. Moreover, we also plan to design a submission page to
allow users to submit their own datasets. Finally, we are also
considering to include the datasets for disease progression
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Figure 3. The statistics and comparison of AAgMarker 1.0. (A) Recovery rate of autoantigen biomarkers in literatures from different parameter combi-
nations; (B) comparison of autoantigen biomarkers/autoantigens among AAgMarker 1.0, AAgAtlas 1.0 and CTDatabase; (C) statistics of biomarkers
related to the number of diseases; (D) autoantigen biomarker-disease association network.
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Table 1. The statistics of AAgMarker 1.0

Disease #Protein #Disease #Control
#Biomarkers by
AAgMarker

#Biomarkers
from Literature

#Biomarkers from both
sources (hypergeometric P
value)

#Total
biomarkers

Acute Myeloid Leukemia (13) 9483 16 34 137 5 2 (0.002) 140
Alzheimer’s Disease (5) 9483 50 40 945 492 355 (1.0e-265) 1082
Basal-like Breast Cancer (14) 9184 45 45 21 621 5 (0.011) 637
Behcet’s Disease (15) 19 111 40 20 161 13 5 (4.9e-08) 169
Early-Stage Parkinson’s Disease (7) 9483 103 111 1159 1544 684 (4.4e-290) 2019
Kidney Transplantation (16) 5056 18 18 5 N.A. N.A. 5
Meningioma (17) 18 180 15 15 1128 178 128 (8.0e-115) 1178
Myelodysplastic Syndromes (13) 9483 59 34 524 33 5 (0.033) 552
Parkinson’s Disease (6) 9483 29 40 905 824 350 (7.9e-160) 1379
Primary Biliary Cirrhosis (18) 18 180 26 10 423 23 9 (1.1e-09) 437
Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus (19) 9483 16 27 121 66 27 (5.5e-35) 160
Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (19) 9483 16 27 45 N.A. N.A. 45
Total 136 092 433 421 5574 3799 1570 (0) 7803

or disease subtype identification. These datasets will greatly
expand the content of the AAgMarker.

In conclusion, we have established a user-friendly
database AAgMarker that deposits serum autoantigen
biomarker candidates identified from high-throughput au-
toantibody profiling projects. To our knowledge, it is the
most comprehensive public repository for quantitative eval-
uation of autoantigen-based serological biomarkers. We be-
lieve this database will be a valuable resource for the com-
munity of both biomedical and clinical research. It will not
only aid autoantigen-based biomarker discovery for clin-
ical diagnosis and prognosis of various diseases, but also
promote protein annotation and exploring immunological
mechanisms of diseases.
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